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Company Profile LLC BRB Ramo, Russia
BRB Ramo - business support of foreign companies in Russia.
Key areas: consulting, operational control, legal, advocacy and representation services.

Our ability:

1. Consulting service. Work on the instructions of the customer, providing expert
advice and suggestions on the best way of business development in Russia.
Implementation of infrastructure monitoring and market capacity determination.
2. The resolution of emergency situations.
Prompt response and protection of your interests in the Russian court, as well as a
set of works on pre-trial and post-trial actions (for example, you got an unscrupulous
Partner who violates the terms of the contract and you need measures to influence
it, or the Partner took an advance payment and did not fulfill the obligations, you
came a defective batch of goods and the Partner does not admit his guilt, etc.).
3. The solution of the customer's tasks to the full execution with optimal results (for
example, guaranteed placement of products in the retail network, obtaining the best
prices for the purchase of goods, receiving direct delivery of products without
Agency markups on the volume of goods, etc.).)
4. Operational legal support of a foreign company in Russia: interaction
with all governmental, regulatory and supervisory authorities. Customer support on
all legal issues related to its activities in Russia in cooperation with Partners,
Customers, Contractors and any other organizations that require legal registration of
interaction.
5. Representative functions, we are ready to act in the territory of Russia on behalf of
your company on any business tasks (for example, support of the opening of the
office, representation, selection of necessary personnel, control and sending of
deliveries, etc.).
6. Intermediary service. Search for a Partner on the Russian side according to the
specified criteria, check its reliability, conduct initial negotiations and prepare a deal
(distributors, suppliers, wholesalers, retail chains).

If you want to know more about how we help our clients in critical situations, please visit our
website where we describe the tasks, actions, and results based on specific cases from our
practice:
https://brbramo.com/experience
We will welcome a personal meeting or a personal dialogue via telephone. Our experts are ready
to provide effective assistance upon your request.
Please contact us in any convenient way: by phone, e-mail or feedback form on the company's
website.
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